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Abstract

An in-depth analysis of Dorian Shainin’s variable search (VS) method is carried

out. Conditions under which the VS approach does and does not work well in compar-

ison to traditional designs are identified. Explicit expressions for the expected number

of runs and the probability of correct screening are derived under stated assumptions.

The crucial roles of process knowledge and noise variation in successful application of

the VS design are established through theoretical and simulation studies.

Keywords: Design of experiment, factorial design, projectivity, quality improve-

ment, variable screening.

Dorian Shainin, a well known, but controversial quality consultant, developed a quality

improvement program popularly known as the Shainin system. Shainin system has been

reported to be useful to many industries. Among several new tools and techniques proposed

by Shainin (Steiner, MacKay and Ramberg 2008), Variable Search (VS) is one which has

received quite a bit of attention from researchers and practitioners. The VS technique

(Shainin 1986, Shainin and Shainin 1988) can be described as a sequential screening process
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used to identify the key factors and their settings to optimize the response of a system by

making use of available experimenter’s knowledge. Verma et al. (2004) used some real life

numerical examples to demonstrate the superiority of VS over more traditional methods.

It is worth mentioning that another Shainin method called component search (CS) has

been found to be quite popular among engineers. CS (Shainin and Shainin 1988) is typically

used when units can be disassembled and reassembled without damage or change to any of the

components or subassemblies, with the objective of comparing families of variation defined

by the assembly operation and individual components. CS has a stage called component

swapping from which VS was derived. See Steiner et al. (2008) for a detailed description of

CS.

Ledolter and Swersey (1997) critically examined the VS method and argued via an exam-

ple involving seven factors, that a fractional factorial design is generally a better alternative

compared to the VS method. In this article, we carry out a more in-depth analysis of

Shainin’s VS procedure by (a) summarizing the key properties of the VS design and investi-

gating its suitability for factor screening, (b) identifying the statistical inference procedures

associated with each step of the VS design, (c) combining the test procedures at individual

steps to obtain a general expression for the probability of correct identification of active fac-

tors, and (d) examining the sensitivity of the VS method against correctness of engineering

assumptions and varying levels of noise.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a

stage-by-stage description of the VS methodology. We then discuss the salient properties

of the VS design and the statistical inference procedures associated with individual stages

of VS, and their impact on the overall process. We then turn to the sensitivity of the VS

method against correctness of engineering assumptions and varying levels of noise. Finally

concluding remarks are presented.
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An Overview of Shainin’s Variable Search

Here we explain the VS method with a hypothetical example with seven factors (and data)

presented in Table 1. The method consists of four stages, and assumes that the following

are known: (i) the order of importance of the factors under investigation, and (ii) the best

and worst settings for each of the factors.

In Stage 1, the suspect factors are ranked in descending order of perceived importance.

Two levels are assigned to each factor: “best” (+) level and “worst” (−) level. Assume

that the objective is to maximize the response, i.e., larger values of response are preferred.

The algorithm starts with two experimental runs: one with all factors at their best levels

and the other with all factors at their worst levels. These two runs are then replicated

thrice in random order (runs 1 to 6 in Table 1). These responses are used to test if there is a

statistically significant difference between these two settings. Median and range for the three

replications for the two experiments are computed. Denote these medians by Mb and Mw,

and the ranges by Rb and Rw respectively, where the suffixes b and w indicate best and worst

settings respectively. We then compute Rm = (Mb −Mw)/Ravg, where Ravg = (Rb + Rw)/2

denotes the average range. Note that Ravg/d2 is an unbiased estimator of the underlying

normal error standard deviation σ, where d2 = 1.693 for a sample size of 3. A value of

Rm greater than 1.07 (or, alternatively 1.25 as recommended by Bhote (2001)) suggests the

presence of at least one active factor and prompts the experimenter to move on to the next

stage of the algorithm. In the example given in Table 1, Ravg= (5+7)/2 = 6 and Mb −Mw

= 451-66 = 385, so that Rm = 64.17.

In Stage 2, Shainin specifies confidence intervals for the mean response corresponding

to the “best” and “worst” situations based on t-distribution with four degrees of freedom as

Mb ± 2.776Ravg/d2 and Mw ± 2.776Ravg/d2 respectively, where d2 = 1.693 since the sample

size is three. These confidence intervals are used in the later stages to determine significance

of factors or groups of factors. In our example, the confidence intervals corresponding to the

“best” and “worst” settings are computed as (441.2, 460.8) and (56.2, 75.8) respectively.

Stage 3, also called Swapping, is used to identify active factors by switching levels of

each factor one at a time. Ideally, swapping should start from the most important factor
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Table 1: Example of variable search design

Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 y Confidence interval Remark

1 + + + + + + + 448

2 + + + + + + + 453

3 + + + + + + + 451

4 - - - - - - - 63

5 - - - - - - - 66

6 - - - - - - - 70

Swapping for Factor 1

7 - + + + + + + 350 (441.2, 460.8) 1 is active

8 + - - - - - - 104 (56.2, 75.8) 1 is active

Swapping for Factor 2

9 + - + + + + + 324 (441.2, 460.8) 2 is active

10 - + - - - - - 249 (56.2, 75.8) 2 is active

Capping runs (Factors 1 and 2)

11 + + - - - - - 392 (441.2, 460.8) Capping run unsuccessful

12 - - + + + + + 106 (56.2, 75.8) Capping run unsuccessful

Swapping for Factor 3

13 + + - + + + + 403 (441.2, 460.8) 3 is active

14 - - + - - - - 96 (56.2, 75.8) 3 is active

Capping runs (Factors 1, 2 and 3)

15 + + + - - - - 443 (441.2, 460.8) Capping run successful

16 - - - + + + + 60 (56.2, 75.8) Capping run successful
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and end with the least important factor. Assume, without loss of generality, that factor 1

is most important. Swapping of factor 1 is performed in the following way. The first run is

conducted with factor 1 at “best” level and all the other factors at their “worst” levels. One

more run is conducted with all these factor levels reversed. Factor 1 is declared inert (or

insignificant) if both the response values are within the confidence intervals derived in stage

2, and active (or significant) otherwise. Similarly, swapping is performed with each other

factor in order of perceived importance until two active factors are found. Once two active

factors have been identified, we move to the next stage.

Stage 4, called Capping, is used to check whether there are still more active factors to

be identified (apart from the already identified ones). Two runs are conducted to confirm

this. In the first run, all the factors identified active are set at their “best” levels and all the

other factors at their “worst” levels. In the second run, all these levels are reversed. If the

two responses from these two trials lie within the confidence intervals computed at stage 2,

it is concluded that all the active factors have been identified successfully. Otherwise, one

needs to go back to the swapping stage and search for some more active factors.

Swapping and capping runs are successively conducted till a capping run is “successful”,

which means there are no more active factors to be identified. In the example in Table 1,

swapping of factor 1 (runs 7-8) and factor 2 (runs 9-10) declare these two factors as active.

The follow-up capping run with these two factors (runs 11-12) is unsuccessful, which leads to

the conclusion that there are possibly more active factors. Swapping of factor 3 (runs 13-14)

declares it as active. Finally capping of factors (1,2,3) is successful, and leads to termination

of the VS process.

Properties of Variable Search Design

Ledolter and Swersey (1997) discussed some properties of the VS design and compared it

with a fractional factorial design using the second order model

y = β0 + x1β1 + x2β2 + x3β3 + (x1x2)β12 + (x1x3)β13 + (x2x3)β23 + ϵ, (1)
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where ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2). Assuming that out of seven factors (1, 2, . . . , 7) under investigation,

three (1,2,3) are active through model (1), they argued that a 27−3 fractional factorial design

of resolution IV (Wu and Hamada 2000, Ch. 4) with defining relations 5 = 123, 6 = 124 and

7 = 234 is superior to the VS design in terms of estimation efficiency. Note that the best

possible VS design in this case with the correct conclusion is the one shown in Table 1.

However, it can be seen that, in this case, the VS design may have some advantages

over the 27−3 design in the context of early identification of active effects, provided the

experimenter’s knowledge regarding the relative importance of factors and their “best” and

“worst” levels is perfect. Assume that the error variance σ2 is sufficiently small to ensure

that the statistical tests of hypotheses are powerful enough to guarantee the detection of

significant effects both by the VS design and the fractional factorial design. Then, usual

analysis of data obtained from the 16-run 27−3 design will declare main effects 1, 2, 3 and two

factor interactions (2fi’s) 12, 13 and 23 as significant. However, the 2fi’s 12, 13 and 23 are

aliased with other 2 fi’s, i.e., 12 = 35 = 46, 13 = 25, and 23 = 15 = 47. Whereas the 2fi’s 46

and 47 can be ruled out using the effect heredity principle (Wu and Hamada 2009, Ch 5),

the 2 fi’s 35, 25 and 15 cannot, as one of the parent factors of each is significant. Thus, one

would need additional orthogonal runs (at least 4) to disentangle these effects and identify

the true active factors.

This problem will not arise for the VS design because the swapping and capping runs

permit simultaneous testing of main effects and interactions associated with a single factor

or a group of factors (this will be discussed in detail in the next section), thereby enabling

the experimenter to completely rule out the presence of main effects or interactions of groups

of effects. Therefore, in order to unambiguously identify the active factors, the fractional

factorial may actually need more runs than the best possible VS design. This relative

advantage of the VS design will be more predominant in this example if the model (1) contains

a three-factor interaction (3fi) term 123. In this case, regular analysis of the fractional

factorial will identify the main effects 1, 2, 3 and 5 as significant, which will create more

confusion regarding construction of orthogonal follow-up runs. The VS design will, however,

remain the same if the sequence of runs is correct.
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Now, consider the case where the underlying true model is still the same as (1), but the

number of factors under investigation is 20. Under the same assumption as before, the VS

design will still be able to reach the correct conclusions in 16 runs, while a 16-run fractional

factorial (220−16) clearly cannot be constructed. One should keep in mind, though, that the

assumption of a very accurate level of process knowledge that leads to conducting swapping

runs for the 3 active factors (out of 20) first is a very strong one.

Thus, whereas the VS design has some properties (e.g., estimation efficiency) that make

it inferior to a comparable fractional factorial design, it also has certain properties that may

give it an edge in specific situations. Apart from such plausible technical advantages, it

should be noted that the VS method has certain practical advantages. The sequential nature

of the experiments in the VS design permits the experimenter to obtain partial information

at each stage of the experiment, whereas in fractional factorial or orthogonal array designs,

one needs to wait for the experiments to be completed. The simplicity of the VS technique

is appealing to the experimenters. However, the VS method has some practical drawbacks

as well. It will not be efficient if applied to a new process, or to a process with no prior

information. Also the frequent change of settings will be expensive if the levels of factors

are hard to change. By contrast, restricted randomization can be used in fractional factorial

designs. Note that one critical disadvantage that may overshadow the practical benefits

accrued from the sequential nature of experiments in the VS design (as stated earlier) is the

presence of block effects in the form of uncontrollable factors drifting over time. However,

since the experiment has variable block sizes, incorporating block effects into the analysis

of VS designs appears to be quite non-trivial. Therefore, in the paper, we assume no block

effect and leave the analysis with block effect as future research.

In the following subsections we study some properties of the VS design in terms of run

size and estimation efficiency. The proofs of all the results stated in this section are given in

the Appendix.
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Run Size of the VS Design

If we assume that each stage of the VS design would result in correct conclusion (the prob-

ability of which will be explored in the next section), then the number of runs will depend

on the ordering of the factors according to perceived importance. Clearly, the best possible

scenario would be one where all the active factors are explored first, and the worst possible

scenario would occur when the last factor to be explored is an active factor. The result in

(2) is useful to compute the smallest possible, largest possible, and expected run length of

a VS design. Suppose that the VS design identifies m active factors out of k factors under

investigation, where 1 ≤ m ≤ k. Then, it is easy to see (Appendix) that the total number

of runs N of the VS design satisfies

 N = 2(k + 3), if m = 1,

4(m+ 1) ≤ N ≤ 2(k +m) + 4, if m > 1.
(2)

For example, if the VS design identifies 3 out of 7 factors under investigation as active

(as in the example given in Table 1), the minimum and maximum number of runs of the VS

design will be 16 and 24 respectively. The following result is helpful to compute the expected

run size for the VS design under the assumption of a random ordering of factors chosen for

swapping runs.

Result 1. Suppose p (2 ≤ p ≤ k) out of k factors being investigated are actually active.

Assume that

(i) Each swapping and capping run will lead to a correct conclusion.

(ii) There is a complete lack of experimenter’s knowledge regarding relative importance of

factors, which means any permutation of (1, 2, . . . , k) is equally likely to occur while

investigating the k factors one-by-one.

Then, the total number of runs in the VS design is a discrete random variable N that has

the following probability function: Pr{N = 4(p + 1) + 2j} = p
(
k−p
j

)
/(p + j)

(
k
p+j

)
and its

expectation is given by E(N) = 4(p+ 1) + 2(k − p)p/(p+ 1).
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Figure 1: Probability function of N for k = 7, p = 3.

Using Result 1, it is seen that in the complete absence of knowledge about the relative

importance of factors, the expected number of runs of a VS design in the example discussed

earlier with k = 7 and p = 3 is 22. Its probability function is shown in Figure 1. A

perfect knowledge of the relative importance will reduce the number of required runs to

16. An investigation with k = 20 factors will need, on average, about 42 runs if p = 3.

The significant savings of runs that can be achieved by using VS design over comparable

fractional factorial design is therefore quite evident.

Estimation of main effects from VS Design

We begin this discussion by noting that the VS design is neither a design with a fixed

number of runs nor an orthogonal array. Assume that p out of k factors under investigation

are active, and the following model describes their relationship with the response y:

y = β0 +

p∑
i=1

βixi +
∑
i<j

p∑
j=1

βijxixj + . . .+ β12...p x1x2 . . . xp + ε, (3)

where xi = −1 or +1 according as the worst or best level of factor i is used, and ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2).

Further, assume that the p active factors are correctly identified by the VS procedure.
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Table 2: Model matrix for estimation from VS design

Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 y

1 + + + + + + + y1

2 - - - - - - - y2

3 - + + + + + + y3

4 + - - - - - - y4

5 + - + + + + + y5

6 - + - - - - - y6

7 + + - + + + + y7

8 - - + - - - - y8

9 + + + - + + + y9

10 - - - + - - - y10

11 + + + + - + + y11

12 - - - - + - - y12

13 + + + + + - + y13

14 - - - - - + - y14

15 + + + + + + - y15

16 - - - - - - + y16

Shainin recommended estimation of main effects of active factors from the (2p + 2) × p

submatrix of the VS design that consists of two stage I runs and p pairs of swapping runs for

the active factors. We shall denote this matrix by Xp in all subsequent discussions. Table 2

shows matrix X7. Shainin suggested estimating the main effect of factor i for i = 1, 2, . . . , p

(defined as twice the regression coefficient βi in model (3)) by comparing its swapping runs

to the two corresponding stage I runs. For example, the regression coefficients β1 and β2 are

estimated as

β̂1 = (y1 − y2 − y3 + y4)/4, (4)

β̂2 = (y1 − y2 − y5 + y6)/4. (5)

It is easy to see that the above estimators are unbiased, have a pairwise correlation of

0.5, and have the same standard error of 0.5σ. Ledolter and Swersey (1997) are particularly

critical about this estimation procedure, owing to its large standard error (the standard

error of β̂i estimated from a 16-run factorial design would be 0.25σ) and correctly argue

that a least squares estimator would be a better choice as it is statistically more efficient,

although, still less efficient than a comparable fractional factorial design. For example, for

p = 7, we find that the standard error of the least squares estimator β̂i is 0.33σ, and each
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pair of estimated effects β̂i, β̂j have a correlation of approximately -0.14. We shall now see

that the least squares estimators obtained this way have some interesting properties that are

summarized in Result 2.

Result 2. Assume that y, the (2p + 2) × 1 vector of responses, depends on the p active

factors through model (3), and let βmain = (β1, . . . , βp)
′.

(i) Then, the least squares estimator of βmain given by

β̂main = (X′
pXp)

−1X′
py (6)

satisfies the following:

E(β̂main) = βmain if all three and higher order interactions in model (3) are absent

(ii)σ2
p =

p2 − 4p+ 7

8(p2 − 3p+ 4)
σ2 for i = 1, . . . , p, (7)

ρp = − p− 3

p2 − 4p+ 7
for i, j = 1, . . . , p, i ̸= j, (8)

where σ2
p and ρp denote the variance and pairwise correlation of estimated main effects when

there are p active factors.

From (7) and (8), we have that σ2
p = 0.125σ2 for p = 3 and σ2

p → 0.125σ2 as p → ∞.

Also, ρp = 0 for p = 3 and ρp → 0 as p→ ∞. Figure 2 shows plots of σ2
p (dotted curve in the

left panel) and ρp (right panel) for σ = 1. From the above observations and Figure 2 , the

results in (9)-(10) can easily be established. The variance σ2
p and the correlation coefficient

ρp satisfy the following inequalities

0.1071σ2 ≤ σ2
p ≤ 0.1250σ2, (9)

−0.167 ≤ ρp ≤ 0. (10)

The lower and upper bounds in (9) and (10) are attained for p = 5 and p = 3 respectively.

The findings from Result 2 and (9)-(10) can be summarized as follows:

1. Least squares estimators of main effects of active factors obtained from stage-I and

swapping runs enumerate are unbiased and uncorrelated with estimators of 2fi’s under

the assumption of negligible three factor interactions.
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Figure 2: Plots of σ2
p (left panel) and ρp (right panel) for σ = 1.

2. The standard error of these estimators remains almost invariant (varying from
√
.1071σ =

0.33σ to
√
.125σ = 0.35σ) with respect to the number of active factors.

3. The estimators are uncorrelated only if p = 3. For p ≥ 3, they have a small negative

correlation, which has the largest magnitude (-0.167) for p = 5.

Comparison of efficiency with folded-over Plackett-Burman type screening de-

signs

A large class of two-level orthogonal array designs with run size N = 4n (where n is a

positive integer) given by Plackett and Burman (1946) have been used as screening designs.

Box and Hunter (1961) demonstrated that resolution IV designs can be obtained by folding

over such designs. Miller and Sitter (2001) further studied these designs for N = 12 and

proposed an analysis strategy.

Note that when the number of factors p satisfies p+ 1 = 4n, a folded-over version of the

Plackett-Burman (FPB) design is of order (2p + 2) × p, and is therefore comparable to the

VS design matrix Xp. The variance of β̂i estimated from the FPB design with p factors is
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σ̃2
p = σ2/(2p + 2). Comparing this with (7), the relative efficiency of the FPB design with

respect to that of the VS design can be obtained as

ep =
σ̃2
p

σ2
p

=
1

4

(
p− p− 7

p2 − 3p+ 4

)
. (11)

From (11), we find that ep = 1 when p = 3, i.e., both the designs are equally efficient with

respect to estimation of main effects. However, for p = 7, we have ep = 7/4, which means

that the VS design is almost half as efficient as the FPB design. Further, ep → ∞ as p→ ∞.

A comparison of variance of β̂i obtained from the FPB and VS designs is shown in the left

panel of Figure 2 for different values of p.

Although the above discussion clearly establishes the superiority of FPB designs over VS

designs with respect to estimation efficiency, two important points should be kept in mind.

First, the FPB design exists only when p = 4k − 1. For example, when p = 4, 5 or 6, an

orthogonal design comparable to the VS design does not exist. Second, and more importantly,

the FPB design would usually include all of the k(> p) factors under investigation, whereas

the VS design matrix Xp corresponds only to the p factors that are screened out as active.

Thus the above efficiency comparison may not always be meaningful. Further, when the

number of factors under investigation is large, the VS method will have a clear-cut advantage

in terms of run size as described earlier.

Estimation of interaction effects

So far we have discussed only the estimation of main effects. In the VS design, the 2fi’s are

aliased with one another, and as observed by Ledolter and Swersey (1997), the swapping

runs for factor i permit estimation of the sum of the 2fi’s associated with that factor (more

discussion on this in the next section). We now discuss some properties of the VS design,

summarized in the following two Results (3 and 4), that helps us to devise a strategy to obtain

unconfounded estimates of 2fi’s (and higher order interaction effects, if they exist) when the

number of active factors do not exceed 4. It is well known that good screening designs should

have projection properties, for which Box and Tyssedal (1996) gave the following definition.

Definition. An N × k design D with N runs and k factors each at 2 levels is said to be
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of projectivity P if every subset of P factors out of the possible k contains a complete 2P

full factorial design, possibly with some points replicated. The resulting design will then be

called a (N, k, P ) screen.

The above definition refers to designs that are orthogonal arrays. However, extending

the definition of (N, k, P ) screen to all N × k designs that are not necessarily orthogonal

arrays, the following Results can easily be established for a VS design.

Result 3. Consider an N × m submatrix D of a VS design matrix that consists of the

columns corresponding to m (≥ 3) factors identified as active. Then,

(i) submatrix D is a (N, k, 3) screen, i.e., has projectivity 3.

Further, when m = 4 with four active factors A,B,C and D identified by VS,

(ii) submatrix D contains a 24−1
IV fractional factorial design in these four factors with the

defining relation I = −ABCD.

(iii) The above fractional factorial design is the largest orthogonal array that is contained

in the submatrix D.

(iv) It is possible to construct a 24 design in A,B,C and D by addition of just four more

runs (+−+−),(+−−+),(−++−) and (−+−+) to the VS design.

From Result 3, it follows that for p = 3, the VS design permits unbiased and independent

estimation of all factorial effects from the 23 design that it contains. Note that the design

matrix is precisely the one discussed earlier in the context of least squares estimation of main

effects, that consists of two stage-I and the swapping runs. Any regression coefficient in model

(3) estimated in this way from the VS design will have a standard error of σ/
√
8 = 0.35σ.

When p = 4, the VS design still permits independent estimation of the four main effects

and three aliased sets of 2fi’s from the 8-run fractional factorial design identified in Result

3(ii) with a standard error of 0.35σ. The standard error of each main effect estimate can
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be slightly reduced to 0.33σ by using least squares estimation with the upper left 10 × 4

submatrix of the design matrix in Table 2; however, this will result in correlated estimates.

A better strategy may be to conduct four additional runs as suggested in Result 3(iv) and

estimate each factorial effect of every possible order with a standard error of 0.125σ.

Statistical Inference at Different Stages of VS

The objective of this section is to understand the mechanism of hypothesis testing associated

with the VS design, compute the probabilities of obtaining correct conclusions at different

stages of the VS design (equations (14), (17) and (22)), and eventually utilize these results to

compute the probability of correct screening of active factors if the order of investigation of

factors is fixed. Readers who wish to skip the technical details may skip the derivations in the

first subsection and move on to the next subsection, which is of more practical importance.

Assume that VS is being performed to identify the active factors from a pool of k potential

factors x1, . . . , xk. The best and worst levels of each factor are known and represented by

+1 and −1 respectively. The objective is to maximize the response y, which is related to

the experimental factors through the following second-order model:

y = β0 +
k∑
i=1

βixi +
∑
i<j

k∑
j=1

βijxixj + ε, (12)

where xi = −1 or +1 according as the worst or best level of factor i is used, and ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2).

Note that, correct knowledge of the best and worst levels of each factor implies that βi > 0

for i = 1, . . . , k in model (12). Next, we introduce the following notation:

• y+i (y−i ): Observed response when factor xi is at ‘+’ (‘−’) level and the remaining k−1

factors are at ‘−’ (‘+’) level.

• Let F ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} be a set with cardinality q. Define y+F (y−F ) as the observed

response when all the q factors xi, i ∈ F are at ‘+’ (‘−’) level and the remaining k− q

factors are at ‘−’ (‘+’) level.

• y+ (y−): Observed response when all the k factors are at ‘+’ (‘−’) level.
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In the following subsections, we describe the statistical tests of hypothesis associated with

different stages of the VS design. To keep our computations tractable, we shall (i) use the

large sample approximation for sample median, although the sample size in the VS design

is only 3, and (ii) use sample standard deviation instead of sample range to estimate σ.

Power of Statistical Hypotheses Tested at Different Stages of VS

and Probability of Correct Screening

(i) Stage I

As described before, the medianMb of three realizations of y
+ are compared with the median

Mw of three realizations of y−.

It is easy to verify (see Appendix for a detailed argument) the following:

• As observed by Ledolter and Swersey (1997), stage-I of VS with respect to model (12)

is equivalent to testing the hypothesis H0 :
k∑
i=1

βi = 0 against H1 : βi ̸= 0 for at least

one i = 1, 2, . . . , k. An appropriate rejection rule will be the following: reject H0 at

level α if
|Mb −Mw|
σ̂
√
π/3

> t4,α/2. (13)

• The power (i.e., ability to detect presence of at least one active factor) of the test is

given by

PI = 1− Fδ(t4,α/2) + Fδ(−t4,α/2), (14)

where Fδ(·) denotes the cumulative distribution function of a non-central t distribution

with 4 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter δ = (2
∑k

i=1 βi)/(σ
√
π/3).

Clearly, PI is a monotonically increasing function of (
k∑
i=1

βi)/σ through the parameter δ.

Fig 3 shows a plot of the power function. It is seen that the power is approximately 95%

if (
k∑
i=1

βi)/σ ≈ 2.52 and 99% if (
k∑
i=1

βi)/σ ≈ 3.07. In other words, the power of the stage-I

test is 95% and 99% if the sum of main effects
k∑
i=1

βi is respectively equal to 2.5 times and 3

times the error standard deviation σ.
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Figure 3: Power of Stage I test as a function of
∑
βi/σ.

(ii) Swapping

The objective of the swapping stage it to identify active factors. Here, with reference to the

experiments in stage I, the level of one particular factor is switched, and the difference in

the response is observed. If this change is significant, then that factor is declared as active.

Details of the hypothesis test associated with the swapping of factor xi is described in the

Appendix. The power of the test can be obtained as

P i
swap = 1− {Fδ+(t4,α/2)− Fδ+(−t4,α/2)}{Fδ−(t4,α/2)− Fδ−(−t4,α/2)}, (15)

where Fδ+(·) and Fδ−(·) denote the cumulative distribution function of a non-central t distri-

bution with 4 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameters δ+ = (2βi+2
∑

j ̸=i βij)/(1.23σ)

and δ− = (2βi − 2
∑

j ̸=i βij)/(1.23σ) respectively.

Thus, the power of the swapping phase is a function of βi/σ and
k∑
j ̸=i

βij/σ. Figure 4 shows

a contour plot of the power against βi/σ and
k∑
j ̸=i

βij/σ. The darker regions represent low

powers. As expected, the power of the test is small when both βi/σ and |
k∑
j ̸=i

βij|/σ are small.

Remarks:
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1. The type-I error of the test described above will be 1−(1−α)2. To ensure that the test

has a pre-specified type-I error α, the levels of significance associated with the events

A+ and A− should be adjusted.

2. Note that each pair of swapping runs for an active factor xi leads to estimation of

the main effect βi and sum of all interactions
∑

j ̸=i βij that involve xi. Define ui =

(s+(xi) + s−(xi))/4 and vi = (s+(xi)− s−(xi))/4. Then, unbiased estimators of βi and∑
j ̸=i βij are given by

β̂i = ui, (16)∑
j ̸=i

β̂ij = vi, (17)

for i = 1, . . . , p. The variance of β̂i is given by 1
8
(1 + π/6)σ2 or 0.19σ2. Note that this

estimation procedure is the same as the one recommended by Shainin and discussed

earlier, except for the fact that six stage-I runs are used instead of two. This reduces

the variance of the estimates, but inflates the correlation between β̂i and β̂j.

3. Thus, in a nutshell, swapping allows combined testing of all effects involving a single

factor, and hence is a useful tool to detect whether a single factor is “active” by
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conducting only two additional runs.

(iii) Capping

The objective of the capping stage is to confirm whether all the active factors have been

identified. Assume that q out of the k factors have been declared active in the swapping

stage. Let F represent the set of indices of factors which have been declared active. Details

of the hypothesis test associated with the capping of the factors in F is described in the

Appendix. The power of the test can be obtained as

PF
cap = 1− {Fδ+(t4,α/2)− Fδ+(−t4,α/2)}{Fδ−(t4,α/2)− Fδ−(−t4,α/2)}, (18)

where Fδ+(·) and Fδ−(·) denote the cumulative distribution function of a non-central t

distribution with 4 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameters δ+ = (2
∑
i/∈F

βi +

2
∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij)/(1.23σ) and δ
− = (2

∑
i/∈F

βi − 2
∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij)/(1.23σ) respectively. Similar to the

swapping phase, the power of the capping test is small when both
∑
i/∈F

βi and
∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij are

small.

The Overall Probability of Correct Screening

We shall now use the power functions developed in the previous three subsections to obtain

the probability of correct screening of p (< k) active factors under model (12) for a specific

order in which the k factors are investigated, assuming that the best and worst levels of

each factor are correctly identified. Without loss of generality, let x1, . . . , xp represent the p

active factors and xp+1, . . . , xk the k−p inactive factors. Consider the following two extreme

situations: (i) the p active factors are investigated first (assume that VS investigates k factors

in the sequence x1, . . . , xp, xp+1, . . . , xk) and (ii) the k − p inert factors are investigated first

(assume that VS investigates k factors in the sequence xk, . . . , xp+1, xp, . . . , x1). Then the

probability of correctly identifying {x1, . . . , xp} as the only active factors is given by
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PCI =


PI(1− α)(

∏p
i=1 P

i
swap)(

∏p−1
i=2 P

Fi
cap)(1− P

Fp

cap), for situation (i)

PI(1− α)k−p(
∏p

i=1 P
i
swap)(

∏p−1
i=2 P

Gi
cap)(1− P

Gp

cap), for situation (ii)

(19)

where Fi = {1, 2, . . . , i}, Gi = {p, p − 1, . . . , p − i + 1}; and PI , P i
swap, P

F
cap are defined by

(14), (15) and (18) respectively.

Note that this probability will depend on the order in which the active factors are in-

vestigated if their impacts on the response are different. Consider an example where seven

factors {x1, . . . x7} are being investigated to identify three active factors {x1, x2, x3} that

affect the response through the following model:

y = 0.8x1 + 0.7x2 + 0.8x3 + 0.4x1x2 + 0.3x2x3 + 0.4x1x3 + ϵ, (20)

where xi = −1 or +1 according as the worst or best level of factor i is used and ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2).

Note that we do not include an intercept term in this model since the tests described in the

previous subsection are independent of the intercept term β0 in model (12). The powers

associated with each individual hypothesis test at different stages are computed using (14),

(15) and (18) with σ = 0.20. Assuming a 5% level of significance for each test, the probability

of detecting x1, x2 and x3 as active and x4, . . . , x7 as inert can be computed for situations

(i) and (ii) using (19) as 0.8737 and 0.5818 respectively.

Inference in the Presence of Three-Factor Interactions

In the previous subsections, we have analyzed the VS technique where three-factor interaction

effects were ignored. We now extend this to situations with three-factor interaction effects.

Consider the following third-order model

y = β0 +
k∑
i=1

βixi +
∑
i<j

k∑
j=1

βijxixj +
∑
i<j,l

∑
j<l

k∑
l=1

βijlxixjxl + ε. (21)

Due to the presence of three-factor interactions, the test statistic for testing hypotheses at

different stages of the VS approach have slightly different sampling distributions as described
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in the Appendix. The test procedures, however, are identical to those derived earlier. It is

worth noting that under model (21), negative values of three-factor interactions (3fi’s) are

likely to reduce the power of the tests at different stages. However, positive values of 3fi’s

associated with a particular effect will increase the power of its detection as an active factor.

Robustness of VS with respect to Noise Variation and

Accuracy of Experimenter’s Knowledge

In the earlier sections we have seen that for a given model, the performance of the VS design

(with respect to the probability of correct screening) depends on the level of inherent noise

variation σ2 and the degree of correctness of the experimenter’s knowledge. We shall now

examine the effects of these variables (here we refrain from using the term “factors” to avoid

mix-up with the original experimental factors to be screened by VS) and their interactions on

the overall probability of correct screening using the results derived in the previous section.

In this study, we consider seven factors 1, 2, . . . , 7 to be investigated, out of which three

factors 1, 2, 3 are actually active. The response y depends on these three factors through the

second-order model given in (20). We consider the following three input variables that are

known to affect the performance of VS:

1. A: Incorrect engineering assumption about setting of a particular factor (in this case

we consider factor 3 without loss of generality). This variable has two levels: the + (−)

level corresponds to a correct (incorrect) assumption, which means that the coefficients

of x3, x23 and x13 in model (20) are 0.8 (-0.8), 0.3(-0.3) and 0.4(-0.4) respectively.

2. B: Incorrect engineering assumption about relative importance of factors 1-7. Again

we consider two levels of this variable: the − level corresponds to the correct order

1-2-3-4-5-6-7 and + level corresponds to the completely reverse (and incorrect) order

7-6-5-4-3-2-1.

3. C: The standard deviation σ of the error term ϵ in model (20). The two levels of this

variable are chosen as σ = 0.12 and σ = 0.30.
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Table 3: Design matrix and percentage of correct screening

Run Setting of factor 3 (A) Order of investigation (B) σ (C) 100× PCI

1 Correct 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 0.10 90.25

2 Correct 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 0.30 49.14

3 Correct 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0.10 59.87

4 Correct 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0.30 33.96

5 Incorrect 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 0.10 90.23

6 Incorrect 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 0.30 20.24

7 Incorrect 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0.10 59.86

8 Incorrect 7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0.30 9.63

A full factorial experiment was designed with these three input variables, and for each

combination, the percentage of correct screening (100×PCI) was computed using (19). The

results are summarized in Table 3.

The data from Table 3 are summarized in the form of significant main effects and in-

teraction plots (see Figure 5). All the three variables A, B and C are seen to affect the

performance. As expected, the performance is poor with incorrect settings, wrong ordering

or high error variance. In particular, a three-times increase in error variance is seen to have

a strong effect on the performance. Two interactions B×C and A×C are also seen to affect

PCI . Clearly, higher noise level worsens the effect of lack of experimenter’s knowledge on the

performance. Also, the fact that a combination of incorrect setting, incorrect ordering and

high noise (run 8 in Table 3) leads to a very low (9.63) percentage of correct screening, is

indicative of the presence of a three-factor interaction A×B × C.

Concluding Remarks

We have investigated Shainin’s Variable Search (VS) method with the objective of under-

standing it better, and also identifying the type of settings under which it does and doesn’t

work well. The results in the previous three sections have established that VS is a useful

method for screening of factors if (a) the engineering assumptions about the directions of
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Figure 5: Plots of factorial effects from the designed experiment
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the factor effects on the response and the relative order of importance are correct and (b)

the error variance is not very high relative to the main effects and sum of 2fi’s involving each

factor. The VS design permits unbiased estimation of the main effects under the assump-

tion that interactions of order 3 and above are negligible. Further, it has some projection

properties that permit independent estimation of main effects and 2fi’s for a maximum of

four active factors.

Thus, the VS method is likely to be particularly useful for screening active factors if the

number of factors under investigation is large, e.g., k ≥ 15 where it can lead to a significant

saving of runs in comparison to a comparable fractional factorial design, particularly if higher

order interactions are actually present in the model, or cannot be ruled out. In contrast, if

the number of factors is not very large, e.g., k ≤ 10, the experimenter’s knowledge about

the relative importance of factors is limited, and higher order interactions can be assumed

away, fractional factorial designs or screening designs like Plackett-Burman designs will be a

much better choice. Further, incorrect process knowledge and high error variance can result

in poor performance of VS, both in terms of correctness of factor screening and run size.
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Appendix

Proof of (2). If VS identifies only one factor as active, it does not involve any capping run

(a minimum of two active factors is necessary to conduct a capping run). However, each of

the k factors undergoes swapping, which results in a total of 2k runs. Adding the 6 stage-I

runs to this, we have N = 2(k + 3). For m > 2, the total number of capping runs will be
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2(m − 1), and the total number of swapping terms will range from 2m to 2k depending on

the order of swapping. Again, the result follows by adding the six stage I runs to the number

of swapping and capping runs.

Proof of Result 1. From assumption (i), it follows that the total number of active factors

identified by VS will be exactly p. By (2), N can take integer values ranging from 4(p + 1)

to 2(k + p) + 4. Clearly, N varies only due to the number of extra swapping runs, which

equals 2j if j inactive factors are examined, j = 0, 1, . . . , (k−p). Therefore, N can take only

even integer values 4(p+ 1), 4(p+ 1) + 2, . . . , 4(p+ 1) + 2(k − p).

The total number of mutually exclusive, exhaustive and equally likely ways in which k

factors can be examined is k!. The event Aj = {N = 4(p + 1) + 2j} would occur if the

search contains j extra swaps, i.e., j inactive factors have to be explored before the pth

active factor. This will happen if the (p + j)th factor examined is active, and there are j

inactive factors among the first (p + j − 1) factors examined. The total possible number of

such arrangements is given by

n(Aj) =

(
p

1

)(
k − p

j

)(
p+ j − 1

j

)
(p− 1)! j! (k − p− j)!.

Since each of the above arrangements are mutually exclusive, exhaustive and equally likely,

by classical definition of probability, it follows that

Pr(Aj) =
n(Aj)

k!
=

(
p
1

)(
k−p
j

)(
p+j−1
j

)
(p− 1)! j! (k − p− j)!

k!
,

which, after some algebraic manipulations, can be written in a more convenient form

Pr(Aj) = p
(
k−p
j

)
/(p+ j)

(
k
p+j

)
The expectation of N is given by

E(N) =
∑k−p

j=0

(
4(p+ 1) + 2j

)
Pr(Aj)

= 4(p+ 1) + 2
∑k−p

j=1 j Pr(Aj) (since
∑k−p

j=0 Pr(Aj) = 1)

= 4(p+ 1) + 2
∑k−p

j=1 j
p
p+j

(k−p
j )

( k
p+j)

= 4(p+ 1) + 2 p
p+1

(k − p)

after some algebraic manipulations.

Proof of Result 2.

(i): Let Zp denote the (2p+2)×
(
p
2

)
matrix obtained by taking the pairwise product of the
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p columns of the Xp matrix. It is easy to see that each column of Xp is orthogonal to each

column of Zp and hence X′
pZp = 0. Also, let βINT denote the

(
p
2

)
× 1 vector of coefficients

βij’s defined in model (3). Assuming absence of 3fi’s and higher order interactions, from

model (3) we can write E(y) = β012p+2 +Xpβmain + ZpβINT , where 1N denotes the N × 1

vector of 1’s. Now, by definition of β̂main,

E(β̂main) = E
[
(X′

pXp)
−1X′

py
]

= E
[
(X′

pXp)
−1(X′

pβ012p+2 +X′
pXpβmain +X′

pZpβINT )
]
= βmain.

because X′
p12p+2 = 0 and X′

pZp = 0.

(ii): The variance-covariance matrix of β̂main is σ2D−1
p , where Dp = (X′

pXp). It is easy to

verify that

Dp =


ap bp bp · · · bp

bp ap bp · · · bp

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

bp bp bp · · · ap

 , (22)

where ap = 2p+2 and bp = 2p−6 are functions of p. The determinant of Dp can be obtained

as:

detDp =
[
ap + (p− 1)bp

]
(ap − bp)

p−1. (23)

Let Dr
p denote the r × r principal submatrix of Dp for r = 1, . . . , p. Then,

detDr
p =

[
ap + (r − 1)bp

]
(ap − bp)

r−1. (24)

Clearly, all the diagonal elements of D−1
p will be the same and, when multiplied by σ2, will

represent var(β̂i) for i = 1, . . . , p. In particular, the (1, 1)th element of D−1
p will be equal

to the adjugate of the (1, 1)th element of Dp divided by detDp. Since the adjugate of the

(1, 1)th element of Dp is detD
p−1
p , it follows that

var(β̂i) = σ2
detDp−1

p

detDp

= σ2

[
ap + (p− 2)bp

][
ap + (p− 1)bp

]
(ap − bp)

, by (23) and (24)

= σ2 p2 − 4p+ 7

8(p2 − 3p+ 4)
.
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Proceeding in the same way, it can be shown that any off-diagonal element of D−1
p can

be written as (detCp−1)/(detDp), where

Cp =



bp bp bp · · · bp

bp ap bp · · · bp

bp bp ap · · · bp

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

bp bp bp · · · ap


, (25)

and ap and bp are defined as before. Since detCp−1 = −bp(ap − bp)
p−2 = −8p−2(2p− 6), we

have cov(β̂i, β̂j) = − p−3
8(p2−3p+4)

σ2, by substituting the values of ap and bp.

Proof of Result 3.

Part (i)

Consider any three columns of D that correspond to factors i, j and k identified as

active. Then, the rows corresponding to stage-1 runs are (+,+,+) and (−,−,−). It is

straightforward to verify that the swapping runs for factors i, j and k will generate the six

remaining combinations of a 23 design.

Parts (ii)–(iv)

It is easy to see that the 8 swapping runs for any four factors A,B,C and D generate a

24−1 design with the defining relation I = −ABCD. Note that if an additional column is

introduced, six rows of that column will have the same symbol (− or +) as in one of the four

columns. Hence, the augmented matrix will not be an orthogonal array. Next, we show that

D cannot contain an orthogonal array with more than 8 rows. Let i1, i2, . . . ip denote the

p active factors in the order in which they are identified as active. For each pair (ik, ik+1),

the level combinations (−,+) and (+,−) can appear twice and only twice corresponding to

the two swapping runs. Thus, the largest orthogonal submatrix of the N × 2 matrix with

columns ik and ik+1 has 8 rows. To prove the last part, we note that the four runs along

with two stage-I runs and two capping runs (+,+,−,−) and (−,−,+,+) form a 24−1 design

with the defining relation I = ABCD. Therefore, the combination of the two half-fractions

with defining relations I = −ABCD and I = ABCD constitute a 24 full factorial design.
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Hypothesis test for Stage I and derivation of (13) and (14).

Since the variance of the median obtained from a random sample of size n drawn from

a normal population can be approximated as π/2n for large n, it is easy to see that the

distribution of Mb −Mw can be approximated as N(2
∑k

i=1 βi, (πσ
2)/3). Now, let σ̂b

2 and

σ̂w
2 denote the sample variances of the two sets of observations on y+ and y− respectively

and σ̂2 = (σ̂b
2 + σ̂w

2)/2 denote the pooled variance. Then, (Mb −Mw)/(σ̂
√
π/3) follows

a non-central t distribution with 4 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter δ =

(2
∑k

i=1 βi)/(σ
√
π/3). Note that

∑k
i=1 βi > 0 implies at least one of the factors is active.

Hypothesis test for the swapping stage and derivation of (15).

Define the following statistics with respect to the swapping of factor xi:

s−(xi) =Mb − y−i ,

s+(xi) = y+i −Mw.
(26)

Since Mb is distributed approximately as N(β0 +
∑

j βj +
∑

j ̸=k βjk, (π/6)σ
2) and y−i ∼

N(β0 − βi +
∑

j ̸=i βj −
∑

j ̸=i βij +
∑

j ̸=i,k ̸=i βjk, σ
2), the distribution of s−(xi) can be ap-

proximated by N(2(βi+
∑

j ̸=i βij), (1 + π/6)σ2). Similarly, the distribution of s+(xi) can be

approximated by N(2(βi −
∑

j ̸=i βij), (1 + π/6)σ2). Note that factor xi is active if and only

if at least one of the following conditions holds good: (i) βi ̸= 0 (ii)
∑

j ̸=i βij ̸= 0. Thus the

following null hypothesis of interest at this stage is H0 : βi =
∑

j ̸=i βij = 0. The hypothesis

is rejected at level α if either or both of the following two events occur:

A+ :
|s+(xi)|
1.23σ̂

> t4,α/2,

A− :
|s−(xi)|
1.23σ̂

> t4,α/2,

(27)

where 1.23 = (1+π/6)1/2. Since A+ and A− are independent events, (15) follows immediately.

Hypothesis test for the capping stage and derivation of (18).

Define the following statistics with respect to the capping of factors in F :

C+(F) =Mb − y+F ,

C−(F) = y−F −Mw.
(28)
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Proceeding as before, it can be easily seen that

C+(F) ∼ N(2
∑
i/∈F

βi + 2
∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij, (1 + π/6)σ2),

C−(F) ∼ N(2
∑
i/∈F

βi − 2
∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij, (1 + π/6)σ2).

Note that the capping runs will be successful (i.e., all factors xi, i /∈ F will be de-

clared inert) if and only if both the following conditions hold good: (i)
∑
i/∈F

βi = 0 and

(ii)
∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij = 0. Thus the following null hypothesis of interest at this stage is H0 :∑
i/∈F βi =

∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F βij = 0. The hypothesis is rejected (i.e., the capping run declared

unsuccessful) at level α if either or both of the following two events occur:

B+ :
|C+(F)|
1.23σ̂

> t4,α/2,

B− :
|C−(F)|
1.23σ̂

> t4,α/2.

(29)

Since B+ and B− are independent events, (18) follows immediately.

Hypotheses testing in the presence of three-factor interactions.

Due to the presence of three-factor interactions, the expectations of the test statistics

associated with stage I, swapping and capping require the following modifications.

E(Mb −Mw) = 2(
k∑
i=1

βi+
∑
i<j,l

∑
j<l

k∑
l=1

βijl),

E(s+(xi)) = 2(βi +
∑
j ̸=i

∑
l ̸=i,j

βijl +
∑

j ̸=i βij),

E(s−(xi)) = 2(βi +
∑
j ̸=i

∑
l ̸=i,j

βijl −
∑

j ̸=i βij),

E(C+(F)) = 2
∑
i/∈F

βi + 2
∑
ψ(F)

∑∑
βijl + 2

∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij,

E(C−(F)) = 2
∑
i/∈F

βi + 2
∑
ψ(F)

∑∑
βijl − 2

∑
i/∈F

∑
j∈F

βij,

where ψ(F) is the set of all triplets (i, j, l) where one or all of the i, j, l /∈ F .

The variance expressions and the test procedures are exactly identical to those derived

in the Appendices before.
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